HOW TO GO TO HELL WITH ROB ZOMBIE
MODE START: Shoot left orbit and use flippers to select modes... Double tap or hit start to enter.
Upper playfield can increase jackpot bonus, but also costs you valuable mode time!
DEMONOID PHENOMENON: Hit all flashing lights to make solid for 2 ball multi. Hit add-a-ball (#3)
to add more balls.
WHAT?: Collect fried chicken and gasoline on upper playfield. Bash Spaulding 3 times to start the
mode. 2 ball multi... shoot past Spaulding again for jackpot and super jackpot.
AMERICAN WITCH: Stay off slings and pops! Shoot left orbit once, ramp 3 times, and right orbit for
3 ball multi. Right orbit and ramps collect jackpots.
SUPERBEAST: Shoot ramp 5 times to advance beast to girl for 3 ball multi. Ramps collect jackpots.
DEAD CITY RADIO: Hit targets #1, #2, #3 for 3 ball multi. Ramp collects jackpots, then keep hitting
1, 2, 3 for bonus surprise collections.
DRAGULA: Shoot ramp to spell D-R-A-G-U-L-A. Then shoot right orbit for jackpot & multiball, or
left orbit for video mode.
LIVING DEAD GIRL: Shoot center cross targets 2 times each to begin. Hit 2 times each to add-a-ball.
Once 5 balls are reached, mode is beaten. Center targets increase jackpot, ramp collects.
HOUSE OF 1,000 CORPSES: Knock drop target down 3 times, then shoot inner orbit 3 times to lock
balls. 7 ball multi begins, collect 1,000 switch hits. Right X targets increase switch bonus for single
players... and STEALS corpses in multi-player games! (other players lose 1 corpse each switch hit)
RED HOT & MURDER RIDE: Red Hot is lit (right orbit) once What? is completed. Hit “Spell Killer” (#2)
and shoot right inner orbit to collect cards. Get all 3, hit a jackpot in What? mode.
HELL BOUND: Do all this... then find out for yourself!
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